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Campus engulfed in Homecoming activities
Anybody got a light?
Freshmen work diligently to prepare the bonfire in time for homecoming this week. The bonfire
is expected to be lit about 9:15 p.m. tonight after the pep rally and queen coronation. Other
highlights of the weekend include several sporting contests, alumni dinners and a comedy
cabaret featuring acts by Eric Golden and Mark Nizer. Photo by Chris Dolphy
The annual bonfire is once again
the spotlight as Rose prepares for a
Homecoming weekend packed
with 34 different events for
students and alumni.
Homecoming activities began
Thursday when alumni from the
classes of 1940 and 1945 gathered
for reunion dinners.
Today's schedule started at
8a.m. with an alumni tour of Eli
Lilly's Clinton Laboratories.
Several traditional events are
slated for this evening. The
highlights include the 50 Plus
Club dinner for Rose-Hulman
alumni who graduated 50 or more
years ago, the pep rally and queen
coronation and the Homecoming
bonfire and fireworks display.
The 50 Plus Club dinner is one
of several Homecoming events that
will be conducted at the Boston
Connection Conference Center
because of the expansion and
renovation of the Hulman Union
on campus. The dinner begins
with a reception at 5:30 p.m. The
pep rally and other activities in
Shook Fieldhouse begin at
8:30p.m., with the bonfire to be lit
at about 9:15 p.m.
This evening, reunion dinners
for the classes of 1950, 1955,
1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980
and 1985 arc scheduled. Saturday
night reunion events are planned
for the classes of 1980 and 1990.
Saturday, several alumni will be
honored for their service to the
Rose-Hulman Alumni Association
during a breakfast at 8:30 a.m. in
the Boston Connection Conference
Center.
Among the recipients of the
1995 Honor Alumni Award arc
local men A.T. Merrill and former
Terre Haute native Paul Price, who
will be honored posthumously.
Huntingburg native Russell Cox
and Sherley Sample of Louisville,
Ky., will also receive the award.
At 10:15 a.m., Rose-Hulman's
women's cross country team will
compete in its second meet in
school history when it hosts
Vincennes University. The men's
team will take on VU at I I a.m.
Following the annual alumni
association meeting at I I a.m.,
graduates can learn about new
campus developments by attending
academic department open houses
from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m.
See "Homecoming" Page 8
Proposed lab could serve as "launch platform" for research
by Michael Pruett
Thorn Reporter
A recent proposal by Hossein





Center is the subject of a
proposal submitted to Marathon
Oil Company, Inc., an
international petroleum power.
The proposed educational
resource will study various
aspects of polymers with a
model of the Marathon
production facility and the use of
several computers.
The lab is a component of
Rose-Hulman's "Vision To Be
the Best" campaign.
"The main thrust of the
Energy Technology Center is
education," says Dr. Hariri,
associate professor of chemical
engineering.
Caskey, a professor of
chemical engineering, has
developed a CD-ROM-based
program for the study of
polymers. Caskey intends to
begin work on another such
production centered on fossil
fuels for use in the center.
The Energy Technology
Center, to be located on the
second floor of Olin Hall, will
serve as a base of operations for
many areas of research in
chemical engineering. Hariri
hopes that the center will allow
students to get involved in
long-term research projects
which will last throughout
their college careers.
The Marathon refinery located
in Robinson, Illinois will work
closely with the Energy
Technology Center on its research
projects.
The lab will centralize
industry relations and course
offerings at Rose in the field of
fossil fuel studies.
Hariri predicts that the center
"will serve as a launching
platform for other research
projects."
Because fossil fuels are very
energy intensive, one focus of the
center will be energy efficiency in
fossil fuels. Another area of
research addressed by the
proposal is the clean burning of
coal, a subject of particular local
interest because of the abundance
of coal in Indiana and Illinois.
The center will also focus on
two key environmental concerns:
the reduction of sulfur dioxide
and nitrogen dioxide emissions,
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Quaterback Todd Harris looks to lead the
Engineers to victory over conference foe
Manchester, tomorrow at 1:30 parL 'File Photo
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MEETINGS I GATHERINGS 41
Fri., Oct. 6— Biomedical Engineering Colloquium, "New 
Orthopedic
Products," Niles Noblitt, 0-105, 10:50 a.m.
Mon., Oct. 9 — National Board Of Advisors Meeting
Wed., Oct. 11 — President's Administrative Council, PA Ro
om, 8 a.m.
Tues., Oct. 17— Biomedical Engineering Seminar, -Devices fo
r
Urological Surgery," James Vance, President of Van-Tech, 
0-105,
10:50 a.m.
Tues., Oct. 17 — Imaging Systems Seminar, "Fast Pattern R
ecognition
Using Vertical & Horizontal Projections," Wayne Padgett of Ro
se-
Hulman, B-108, 4:20 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 18 — President's Administrative Council, PA Room, 8 a
.m.
Thurs., Oct. 19 — Biomedical Engineering Seminar, "Variety Of New





Fri., Oct. 6 — Soccer Exhibition, Indiana State Univ., Jim Rendel Field,
4 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 7 — Cross Country, Vincennes University, 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 7 — Alumni Soccer Match, Jim Rendel Field, 11 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 7 — Football, Manchester College, Phil Brown Field,
1:30 p.m. (WSDM-AM 1130, 1:15 p.m.)
Thurs., Oct. 12— Soccer, at Hanover College, Hanover, 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 14 — Football, at DePauw University, Greencastle, 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 14— Cross Country, at Wis.-Parkside Invitational, Kenosha,
Wis., 11 a.m.
Sun., Oct. 15 — Soccer, at St. Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Ind., 6 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 17 — Soccer, Grinnell College, Jim Rendel Field, 3 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 21 — Soccer, at Wabash College, Crawfordsville, 1 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 21 —Football, Franklin College, Phil Brown Field, 1:30 p.m.
(WSDM-AM 1130, 1:15 p.m.)
ADDITIONALLY...
Sat., Oct. 7 — Midterm Progress Reports Deadline, 11 a.m.
Thurs.-Fri., Oct. 12-13 — Fall Break
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 13-14 — E.E. Black Recreation Center Closed For
Maintenance
Mon., Oct. 16 — Final Date To Drop Course Without Penalty
Wed., Oct. 18 — Fall Quarter Blood Drive, Moench Hall Auditorium,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 21 — Gun Club Range Work Day, Gun Club Room, 8 a.m.
Sat., Oct. 21 — Engineering Merit Badge Program, Rose-Hulman
Laboratories, 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
SUBMISSIONS TO CAMPUS EVENTS
Events may be published in Campus Events by any organization or individual.
Simple announcements of times and locations may be submitted to Campus
Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of communications, at Box 14 or
extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific
information should be submitted to the Rose Bush, via Karen Pershing in the
mailroom.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday, at noon, in order to be
published in Cantpus Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
Affenlion Rose Siudenis!
Come see our new line of
POCKET PROTECTORS
at the Rose-Ilulman bookstore.
Now YOUPT1 ZAWBE THE(11"











St. Joseph Campus Center is
hosting a volleyball tournament
on Saturday, November 4 from
1-5 p.m. at the Arena in ISU's
North Gym.
Teams are co-ed with 4-6
players. The games will follow
men's rules, with underhand
serving allowed. The entry fee
is $25.
There will be a $100 cash
prize awarded, as well as other
prizes. The deadline for entry is
ENTERTAINMENT I LEISURE 3Fil
Mon., Oct. 16— Film Class Presentation, "Vertigo," GM Room, 7 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 20 — SAB Presentation, "Virtuality"
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 20-21 — Drama Club Play, -The Learned Ladies," Moench
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Rose got you
SMESSED?
Let off some steam at....
•
During the Homecoming Football Game
Swing a Sledgehammer into a '86 Dodge Colt
5 Swings for $1.00
Noon - 5 PM
West End of Fieldhouse Parking Lot




BOOKSTORE NEWS October 28.
For more information,
contact Erin Secrest by phone at




On Friday, November 10th,
the weekend before finals, the
Rose Drama Club is going to
Chicago to see Miss Saigon.
They will be leaving Friday at
3 p.m. and returning later that
night. The combined cost of the
charter bus and ticket is $42 per
person. If you are interested in
going, contact Clay Wulliman at
877-8654. Seating is limited. A
$20 deposit is required to be
placed on the list.
The Rose Thorn • News • October 6, 1995 Page 3
' Four graduates earn honor status
with accomplishments after Rose
Local businessman A.T. Merrill and
he late Paul Price, a Terre Haute native,
will be among four men selected to
eceive the Rose-Hulman Institute of
'echnology 1995 Honor Alumni Award
)n Oct. 7 during Homecoming activities.
The award is the highest honor
mstowed by the Rose-Hulman Alumni
Association. Recipients are honored for
outstanding service to the college's
iklumni association and for their career
chievements.
Other award recipients include
;Zussell Cox, retired chief electrical
..lesign engineer, Phillips Petroleum
Bullard,Texas; and Sherley Sample,
iirector of engineering, Raque Food
3ystems, Louisville, Ky. Cox is a native
.3f Huntingburg, In.
The awards will be presented during
:he annual Homecoming brunch which
-"legins at 8:30 a.m. at the Boston
2onnection Conference Center.
Merrill is the retired owner of
Merrill and Merrill Insurance which he
'istarted more than 50 years ago in Terre
A.T. Merrill
1995 Honorary Alumnus
Haute. Among the honors he has
received is an honorary master of
engineering degree from Rose-Hulman
in 1974. He has served for several years
as a reunion chairman andclass agent for
the alumni association. The Merrill
family has a long legacy at Rose-
Hulman.
Finding the right graduate program
Career Services and SGA co-sponsored the graduate school symposium held Tuesday.
A panel discussion handled various aspects of graduate school programs and
answered any student questions. Donald Asher earlier gave a lecture entitled "How to
Gain Admission to the Graduate Program of Your Choice." Photo by Chris Dolphy
Merrill's grandfather, father and
son, Tom, are Rose-Hulman graduates
as are two nephews.
Price, who died last year, completed
a lengthy engineering career with the
Naval Avionics facility in Indianapolis.
At the time of his retirement, he was
program manager for the
PolarisPoseidon Guidance System
Program. His volunteer efforts on behalf
of Rose-Hulman included serving for 19




Cox had a distinguished career with
Phillips Petroleum which included
management posts in plant
engineering, product development,
marketing and sales. Cox has served the
college's alumni association as a
reunion chairman, class agent, and
regional alumni event coordinator in
Texas.
Sample is in charge of engineering
for Raque Foods, a manufacturer of
production lines and equipment for the
food industry whose products are sold
worldwide. His volunteer efforts on
behalf of the Rose-Hulman alumni
association include serving as an











*Ph.D. in Biochemical Engineering, 1995
*Master's Degree in Biochemical
Engineering, 1990
University of Kansas
*Undergraduate Degree in Chemical
Engineering
Experience:
Lee has two summers of undergraduate
work with Arco Oil. During her graduate
studies at Cornell University, she was a
teaching assistant for an introductory
course in chemical engineering.
Professional Interests:
Lee has considerable interest in the
production of pharmaceutical compounds
from plant cell cultures. Also, Lee is very
interested in biochemical engineering and
biotechnology.
Lee's thesis was entitled, "The
enhancement of the productivity of
Ajmalicine from immobilized
Catharanthus roseus cell cultures." Lee is
currently most interested in how to
improve lectures and class dynamics, in
understanding learning styles and problem
solving, and how to encourage and interest
students.
Personal Profile:
Outside of the chemical engineering
profession, Lee loves music, improvises on
the piano and plays classical music. She is





Lee is very impressed with Rose-Hulman
and wishes she had come here for her
studies. She found the people in the
chemical engineering department warm,
friendly and easy to talk to.
"This is definitely an atmosphere for
learning and it was unlike some of the
other places that I've been previously," Lee
said.
Schedule:
Lee is teaching CH201, Material & Energy
Balances I, and also CH403, Chemical
Engineering Laboratory II this quarter.
During the Winter Quarter, Lee will teach
CH202, Material & Energy Balances II,
and CH545, an Introduction to
Biochemical Engineering.
Compiled by Kevin Gaither News Reporter










This court date is guaranteed
to be twice the Am of the
recent one in California—
and will last just four hours!
Why not get a team together
for some great volleyball
competition? Co—ed teams
allowed (4-6 players).
Men's rules, with underhand
serving permitted. $25
registration fee per team.
Win MO
and other prizes.
Rose-Hillman Catholic Student Association announces
St. Joseph Campus Center
Volleyball Tournament
November 4th, 1995 1:00 - 5:00 pm
For inforrnat,on, call 232-8088 or e-mail surunichascifacindstate.eclu
 411V
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people waiting in long lines
for Colin Powell to inscribe
his autobiography should
first visit their bookstore's
history section and then,
while waiting in line, read
about the South Sea Bub-
ble. This autumn's Powell
boomlet may be remem-
bered as the South Sea Bub-
ble of American politics.
England's "South Sea
Bubble" was the episode of
speculation in South Sea
Company stock that drove
the price from 128.5 pounds
in January 1720 to 1,000
pounds in August. The bub-
ble burst in September, ruin-
ing investors and teaching
the nation that prosperity
could not be conjured into
existence simply by uncon-
strained expansion of credit.
Powell, riding a media
whirlwind, and perhaps a
bubble, risks a rapid defla-
tion. If, after months of
what amounts to political
foreplay, he decides against
running for president, he
may be dismissed as a tease
who treated the political
process frivolously. And,
given his background and
what seems to be his tern-
perament, if he runs he
might be a retrograde force
in politics, and at odds with
the mood of the Republican
nominating electorate.
He has had slight oppor-
tunity or professional need
to become conversant with
most of the important argu-
ments about America's
domestic arrangements, so it
is understandable that auto-
biography is his preferred
form of communication.
But because of this, a Pow-
ell candidacy probably
would set back the process
of maturation in American
politics evidenced in 1994
when, for the first time, con-
gressional elections were
consciously nationalized by
an act of national leader-
ship.
The instrument for this
Powell, riding a
media whirlwind,
and perhaps a bub-
ble, risks a rapid
deflation
was the Contract With
America. (An irony: The
uprising against the central-
izing tendencies of modern
government, and against
Washington's leadership
claims, was organized on the
Hill where the four quad-
rants of the federal city
meet.) Even people who dis-
agree strenuously with the
Contract's particulars can
concede that, as a mecha-
The Rose Thorn
5500 Wabash Avenue, Box 2034






























Bob Flaherty, Kevin Gaither, Thomas Hill,
Jeff Nord, Michael Pruett and Nate
Terpstra
Joel Gillespie, Mark Law, Greg Rossi
Michael Bickel, Greg Hawkins, Chris
Lawrence, Eric Schmidt and Doris Woo
Bob Voros
Bill Harding and Ben Jackson
Adrian° Silva
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays at
Rose-Hulm an Institute of Technology.
The Rose Thorn welcomes letters and comments from its readers. We
request that all letters to the editor be less than 300 words long. The editors
reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, clarity and length (if over 300
words). All letters to the editor must contain the writer's signature, class year
and phone number. All submissions will be confirmed before publication.
Letters may be sent by electronic mail to Thont@Rose-Hulman.Edu, but still
must contain the writer's phone number for confirmation. For prompt
publication, letters should be typewritten or printed by computer. All letters
for an issue of the Thorn must be received before noon on the Tuesday prior to
publication.
We would like to remind our readers that the views expressed in the







nism for manufacturing a
mandate and generating
party discipline, the Con-
tract served to pull Ameri-





driven politics. It would
apply to presidential poli-
tics, our grand national con-




of Thomas, who should have
defended him as the fine
jurist he has proven to be,
seemed to say that he should
be confirmed because of the
heartening story of his rise
from poverty in Pin Point,
Ga. His is a grand story, as
is Powell's, but both stories
are only marginally rele-
vant to judging fitness for
high office.
The Contract made very
explicit promise-keeping
central to political life. This
" GcOD LUCK- l!tCtPlioti
Is paERABLE TO








dates in this year's Virginia
state legislative races have
unveiled a contract. One
reason Pete Wilson's cam-
paign is feeble is that Cali-
fornians are disgusted by his
cavalier disregard of his
promise not to run. And the
new seriousness about
promise-keeping may make
the welfare legislation an
agony for President Clinton.
He praises the Senate
Republicans regard
their welfare bill as the
best hope for preserv-
ing their reputations
as promise-keepers
bill, but warns that he might
veto the final legislation if
the conference committee
moves toward the House
bill's provisions denying
women extra payments for
children they have while on
welfare, and denying cash
STUDENT ACTIVMES BOARD 
Proudly Presents







October 7, 1995 To be used at the door!
8:00 P.M. in the Fieldhouse Limit one per customer
assistance to teen-agers
who have illegitimate chil-
dren. But many House
Republicans, having prom-
ised radical reforms, now
regard their welfare bill as
the best hope for preserving
their reputations as promise-
keepers.
If the conference pro-
duces a compromise signifi-
cantly more like the House
bill and the president vetoes
it, he becomes vulnerable to
the charge that, adding to
his long list of broken prom- it,
ises, he has broken the most
popular promise he made in
1992 (to "end welfare as we
know it"). But if he signs
such a bill, how can Jesse
Jackson refuse to challenge
him and still retain any rele-
vance to the nation's politi-
cal discourse? If the
conference produces essen-
tially the Senate bill, Phil
Gramm can oppose the
result (he says he voted for
the Senate bill in the hope
that the House would prevail
in conference) and portray
Bob Dole as a split-the-dif-
ferences compromiser indif-
ferent to the Contract.
:; •
Gramm, who is slowly
gaining ground on Dole but
still is far behind in polls of
Republicans generally, often
beats Dole in straw polls
among the highly motivated




attuned to the post-Contract
politics of explicit promise-
keeping, which raises the ;I
ratio of substance to person-
ality in politics. If Powell,
whose personality sparkles,
were to run as the candidate
of personality and of exquis-
itely inexplicit promises
(such as to be "a fiscal con-
servative with a social con-
science") Gramm, who is
no sparkler, would be the
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Pavlov was right — I'm a slave to the bells
"...and never ask for the pitcher back in
whom the bell tolls — j refrigerator and wait.wait. And wait. Ding!




Bells. I wake to bells and I
sleep through bells and I go
when the bells tell me to and
the bells don't care how many
other bells lead me to the
place where now I'm hearing
more bells.
Can you tell how much
sleep I've had lately that such
things effect in me changes







above the stalwart hands on
the clock face. Strategically
placed between them,
however, is a small chunk of
metal which is cantilevered to
a rigid member whose job
includes imparting a
mechanical advantage to its
own free end. Time to get up.
If only the bells would wait
until after the hands on the
face went around just a
couple more times!
I stumble down the stairs
to the kitchen and fix
breakfast. Two pieces of
bread go into the toaster oven
and I pour myself some
orange juice and wait. I get
out the butter and wait. I put
the
And
The truck wants to run,
but seems to have a hard time
of it. I guess it needs a few
bells to wake it up. Poplar
street, almost over the tracks,
and then come the bells. Loud
ones, buried within the
apparatus holding the
flashing lights and the striped
gate, reach past the morning
radio program to cause my
pulse to quicken once more.
The train rolls slowly by and
soon I'm on my way to the
office at school.
No mail today. Mom and
Dad never write unless
someone died. Call the
those which first assaulted me
this morning, so I sit and
despise them, and will them to
go away. Four good tries from
the bells, and they give up and
I've won. Just leave a message,
and I'll get back to you when
all these bells leave me alone
From far away, a bell is
ringing. I know this sound well
by now; the bell is larger, and
lives alone high up on a wall.
The automaton awakens and I
go to class. English. Yuck. For
all he knows, I've never written
a thing in my life, much less
edit a newspaper. The bell rings
twice, and ties me to the seat
for an hour of the infamous and
ruthless English torture.
My presentation of the
research paper.
Can you tell how much
sleep I've had lately?
elevator. Nothing. Call again.
Otis, where are you? A buzzer
goes off somewhere high
above in the elevator shaft,
then the doors slap shut.
Ring-ring! Someone found
the button. Ring-ring! The car
finally stops to let me in. Just
some freshman who can't
resist the button-pushing
temptation. I'll bet he takes
the hypotenuse through the
Root Quadrangle.
Sometime in the morning,
between the almost-late
homework and the almost-
written research paper and the
almost-thought-about
newspaper, the phone rings.
The bells are not at all unlike
What do I care
about the problems




Two minutes. Done. Any
questions? The silence is
broken by the bells. Big ones
— ones that know the tune that
Big Ben plays in some other
country where I'll never go.
Twelve times the bells peal,
and once again fall silent.
The cycle continues —
never ends. The bells control
our entire existence. They hold
us captive by their call. We
wait for them, we wait because
of them. The bells don't care
about our troubles, they just
make sure we get there on time.
Gotta go — the bell is ringing.
The verdict, of course, is . . . ̀Not Guilty'
by Greg Hawkins
Thorn Columnist
"We the jury . . . find the
defendant Orenthal James Simp-
son not guilty of the crime of
murder .. ." were the words that
42.6% of the country's popula-
tion heard at 12:12 P.M. on
Tuesday, October 3. It brought to
an end a landmark case that
lasted 9 months; whose judge
expelled 11 jurors, whose law-
yers made 433 motions, pre-
sented 857 exhibits, and whose
official court transcript is
50,000+ pages long. It is amaz-
ing how a case that many looked
at as a "waste of airtime" and
"completely overblown" could
be regarded as an important
show by such a large percentage
of our population.
One must also note that the
previously noted percentage
does not include people that
were watching in town squares,
schools, offices, churches, social
brisant even gas pumps across
the nation. This case was a land-
mark because it had many
underlying conflicts between
the media, the L.A. police
department, the families of all
three victims, and probably the
most controversial of them all,
the blacks and whites in society.
It is quite disturbing to me
when people discuss the case
and refer to the verdict as unjust.
I heard last week on a most
informing news program that
blacks are on average convicted
16% more than whites who com-
mit similar crimes with similar
records. This is quite interesting
because essentially the preju-
dices that caused the statistic are
most likely the reason that so
many people consider the ver-
dict as unfair. People who say
that the case is not a race issue
are completely out of touch.
What many whites see is a
man who was beating his wife
and finally killed her. They gen-
erally feel that he should be
found guilty for it. The unin-
formed of that group will most
likely believe that regardless of
the evidence presented against
their view.
What most blacks see is a
Black man who is being charged
with killing his White wife and
is, without a doubt, going to be
incarcerated due to that fact,
therefore splitting this trial right
along race lines.
Those who consider the ver-
dict biased have apparently not
followed the case well enough to
realize that it is not. What they
hear is the mountain of non-
questioning evidence proving
that he was guilty (i.e, bloody
gloves, blood in the Bronco, and
DNA tests). They also have sat
back and considered that a large
scale framing operation includ-
ing the entire LAPD is absurd
and that it is much easier to
accept that he is guilty and fol-
low their biased evidence.
Their basis for argument
shows their complete ignorance
of the American judicial system.
The system's primary belief is
that people are innocent until
proven guilty. For a verdict of
guilty to be accepted by a jury,
their guilt must be proven with-
out a shadow of a doubt. Person-
ally, I think that there is a
possibility that he did do it, but
when hearing the case from both
sides, there was doubt, therefore
I could not, and neither could the
jury, convict him.
That doubt was brought forth
primarily by testimony regard-
ing Mark Fuhrmann. He was
someone power, who had com-
mitted perjury on the stand and
was a racist. He was not just any
racist but he was a racist who
had discussed a plot to frame a
popular black sports figure, who
had a white wife, by killing her.
My doubt was completely
affirmed when he took the stand
and asserted his fifth amendment
privileges when he was asked, "
. .. did he plant any evidence in
this case?" That statement did
everything but tell me he didn't
try to frame O.J.
We cannot blame the failure
of the prosecution to prove with-
out a doubt that O.J. was guilty
on the criminal justice system
because ultimately it all trickles
down to us. We elect all officers
of the court and those we do not
elect are put in place by those
that we do. The jury was com-
posed of us. So to consider the
verdict unjust is preposterous
and, in essence, saying that our
judicial system is prejudiced and
does not work for us, those who
form it. Once again proving an
ignorance of it.
Letters to the Editor
On-campus ROTC FTX nuisance to students
Dear Sir,
This weekend the ROTC cadets engaged in a field training exer-
cise on our campus. I am forced to take exception to one major point
in the carrying out of this exercise. On Sunday morning I was woken
at approximately 7:45 a.m. by an explosion that resembled small
cannon fire. I attempted to return to sleep, however this proved to be
impossible as the cannon fire continued coming at semi-regular
intervals for at least the next hour.
The cannon went off almost ten times between 7:45 and 8:30 that
morning. At that time I decided to go out and find out what was
going out, so I cleaned up and went outside. Since I live in Blum-
berg hall, and the cannon fire was coming from the bonfire area
across the creek, I went into the upperclass parking lot where I
found two cadets.
I asked them who was in charge, and they refused to tell me. I then
was told to ignore it, by an unidentified man across the creek. Then
as I was leaving the parking lot someone attempted to photograph
the van I was leaving in. This was completely uncalled for, espe-
cially in that it was not my van, nor was I driving or in the front seat.
If the ROTC officer in charge wanted my name, he could have
asked, instead of pretending to be a spy.
I made no threatening moves toward anyone, nor did it cross my
mind, however I was treated as an enemy, as someone who had no
business disturbing their precious exercise. The display shown by
the ROTC program was very poor. Every Rose student knows that
most students use Sunday to sleep in. Sleeping in became very diffi-
cult with cannon fire going off in the background. This campus is
not a battleground, and it is my opinion that these FI'X's should only
be allowed to continue on the campus for as long as it does not dis-
turb the students who live here. This is also not an isolated instance.
Last year an actual mock battle took place directly outside the
[upperclass residence halls], and I was greeted home to a student in
camouflage holding an M-16 assault rifle three feet from my head.
One of the reasons that I chose Rose was that the campus would be
more peaceful than at larger schools. The directors of these exer-
cises need to remember that the army works for mc, as a citizen.
The ROTC program needs to either prove they have enough com-
mon sense to not conduct their exercises in places or times that will
inconvenience and annoy the students of this campus, or move the
FTX's off campus. ROTC has proven they cannot do the earlier, so
they should be told to do the later. Finally I would like to point out
that I do not disapprove of the ROTC program, it is an excellent
group. It simply needs to remember that we are not at war, so they




When is enough enough?
For the second time in as many years, the ROTC cadets
have raised the ire of the residents of Rose-Hulman after
their weekend Field Training Exercises.
The students who pay to live on campus should be able to
live here and go about their business under some assump-
tion of personal security.
The Field Training Exercises are indeed beneficial for the
cadets. Moving the exercises to Camp Atterbury — less
than two hours away — would not detract from the experi-
ence, and the facilities there would better simulate afield
battle.
Do the rights of the resident students not matter to the Mili-
tary Science Department or to Rose-Hulman officials?
What will it take to get these dangerous games moved out
of our backyard to somewhere safe?
Captain Toratti and Lieutenant Colonel Allen, take your
Field Training Exercises elsewhere.
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Homecoming 1995: Under Construction
This Homecoming, Rose-Hulman is
going through some really big
changes.
The current work to expand the
Hulman Memorial Union is the first
major construction on a student
facility since Skinner Hall was built
in 1976. Enrollment is at an all-time
high, with over 1500 undergraduates
in attendance. To top it all off, Rose-
Hulman has welcomed its first co-
educational freshman class this
August.
Homecoming 1995 will showcase
these changes, as well as recall the
Rose of years past. Rose football is always a centerpiece of Homecoming weekend. Manchester College is this year's opponent, in
an ICAC matchup.






On Saturday, student projects, including the Solar Phantom, will be exhibited at the Shook Fieldhouse.
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; '9 a.m., Shotgun Start
Hulman Links/Country Club Courses
to \Members of graduating classes 1971-95 will play the Hulman Links Golf Course,
lid, which hosted the 1995 NCAA Division III Golf Championships. The Terre Haute
ur 'Country Club Course has been reserved for Classes of 1970 and before. Early
,egistration is encouraged. Entry fee is $50, which covers greens, fee, 1/2 cart and
unch at each course.
ViWomen's Club Tour
n18 a.m., Boston Connection Lobby
The Women's Club will tour one of the most advanced biochemical production
I ;laboratories in the world. Eli Lilly & Company's Clinton Laboratories produce
pharmaceutical products in bulk form. Following the tour, we will stop for lunch at
'Gerhardt's Bierstube, where the old world charm of Germany comes to life. The
cost for lunch, including tip, will be approximately $8. Transportation will be
; furnished. We will depart at 8:15 a.m. from the lobby of Larry Bird's Boston
Connection, 555 S. Third St. Coffee will be served at 8 a.m. Advance reservations
.rieeded. Cost: $5.
Soccer Game
p.m., Jim Rendel Field
IRose-Hulman vs. Indiana State
Homecoming sporting activities get underway
etween the Fightin' Engineers and Indiana
l[state Planning Se
4:30 - 5:30 p.m., Ivy Tech Room
1Boston Connection
'Phil Purcell, development counsel and dctor of planned giving, \A, Vuoriauct an
'information session to address any concelig alumni might have aboyt
-planning and charitable giving.
Fifty Plus Club Dinner it
5:30 p.m., Conference Center,
Boston Connection
Members of the Class of 1945 wi)1:
Alumni from 1914 to 1944 will bet
Rose."
Pep Rally, Que
8:30 p.m., Shook Fieldho
Alumni and current students w
gather for the annual pep rally,








h a cr(-4st6wn exhibition battle




8:30 a.m., Conference Center, Boston Connection
Join fellow alumni as they receive honors for their dedication to Rose-Hulman.
Awards presented include the Honor Alumni Award, the highest honor bestowed by
the Rose-Hulman Alumni Association. President Samuel F. Hulbert will bring you
up to date on campus developments. Prepaid reservations needed.
Alumni Meeting
11 a.m., GM Room, Moench Hall
At 11 a.m., the action moves to Moench Hall for the annual Alumni Association
business meeting.
Open Houses
Departmental labs throughout campus after alumni meeting. After the alumni
meeting, take time to tour the labs and classrooms in Moench, Olin, and Crapo halls
as well as the Logan Library. It's a great opportunity to see what's been taking place
in your department, visit with your professors, and to meet our newer ones.
Cross Country Meet
11 a.m., Intramural Field
Rose-Hulman vs. Vincennes Univ.
Bill Welch's team will host the Trailblazers this year. The first runner should cross
the finish line near the 50 yard line of Phil Brown Field at 11:25 a.m.
Alumni Soccer Game
11 a.m., Jim Rendel Field
Former soccer players will dust off their soccer skills to challenge this year's junior
varsity team.
Student Project Displays
11:30 a.m., Shook Fieldhouse Area
See what Rose-Hulman students are doing outside the classroom. The award-
winning Solar Phantom solar-powered car, a human-powered submarine and other
projects designed by our students will be on display. The Solar Phantom III finished
14th (out of 38 teams) in Sunrayce 95.
Parents' Association Concessions
Stalling At Noon, Fieldhouse Area






'arent's Associati9g. Other concessions (hot dogs, popcorn, soft
so be available.
dueled into this group of proud graduates. 40 "I 
teOlad the cheers and singing of' Dear 010 (1430 p.m., Phil Brown Field:
/04.-0•*
nation and Bonfire
on a Homecoming tradition when ,they
eh includes the Cheer Contest, Banner Contest,
g,of this year's Homecoming queen', At




6:30-0,01., Cash Bar; 7, P.m:lilinner
-' Conference Center, Boston';c4;ffnection,
'
R9ge-Hulman vs. MI9ches4,4 Cone ,`..4#
The Fightin' Engineers h4t,07:
proud gridiron history. Scott!)
year's 7-3 team ain's high-





ecoming success story to their
urns several top players from last





e, the Happy Hour will continue until 5
NO ON UNDER'2'1%„ARS D WILL BE ADMITTED — ID'S WILL
E,C1-ILCK 4)10 No tarry-out drinks will be allowed.
Gather foraJcvspind fellowIlip, d!rnc an ii ir *buif4 menu includes
chef carved round of heel and 1-,),iew h et; thrNi.legetables, four
s,alads and cher-1'3,7,0(x,-, ecake for d,ssctt. A rnysiecoriii:g) tegin playing at 8
p.m. Prepaicl'reServatibfis renuired, -
Comedy ,Cabaret-
8 p,m,, Shook tleldhouse
Stand4tp,corriedian Eric.,,GAlen and rned ian/juler 4ij4ij will perform at
this year ',s Comedy 9tiarel, organ iled by the,Stticicht,I;30ct ,te-*Board. Tickets will,
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Half a century hasn't changed Rose all that much '
by David Hik
News Editor
Physically, Rose is an entirely
different place than the college
that existed fifty years ago: yet,
the work ethic needed by its
students to survive has endured.
Ask a Rose student of today
what they do with their free time
and many may answer, "I do my
'easy' homework." The response
was similar from members of the
Class of 1945.
The Class of '45 is of special
interest this week as they join the
50 Plus Club. This elite group
consists of alumni who graduated
fifty or more years ago. Tonight
the 50 Plus Club will host a
dinner to welcome the Class of
45 at the Boston Connection
Conference Center at 5:30 p.m.
The biggest difference
between Rose of 1995 and Rose
of 1945 is the size. This fall, over
1500 students have enrolled in
classes. In 1945, only 13
graduated.
The low enrollment was
created by the involvement of
eligible men in World War II.
The United States Army
helped keep Rose alive during the
war by using the campus to train
officers for war. The Army
Specialized Training Program
(ASTP) saved Rose from going
under, but students were forced to
move off-campus to make room.
At the time of the ASTP, Rose
moved to the quarter system.
Attendance became year-round as
students worked through four I 2-
week quarters. In addition to the
extended length of the year,
classes were held all morning
beginning at 8 a.m. Monday
through Saturday, with lengthy
labs running until 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Class loads and quarter
lengths made it possible for
students to graduate within two-
and-half-years.
For many, the homework load
was similar to that of today.
Joseph Durra, a '45 graduate
living in San Francisco, Calif.,
recalls that he often chumed
away until two or three in the
morning.
Herb Bailey, a former
mathematics professor at Rose,
said that he usually spent one to
two hours a night on studies;
however, he admitted needing less
time than others.
For Bailey, the schedule
Herb Bailey
Former Mathematics
professor to join 50 Plus Club
along with six others from
Class of 1945
worked greatly to his benefit. "I
took every class I could," Bailey
recalls. He received degrees in
chemical and electrical
Faculty dining room to close as Union
construction moves closer to completion
by David Hile
News Editor
Renovation of the Hulman
Memorial Union continues as
workers prepare to begin
removing sections of the
building currently in use by
students, faculty and staff.
Wayne Spary, director of
physical plant services, says
that as early as next week, the
faculty dining room and the
stairs running alongside this
room will no longer be in use.
Spary said that workers have
reached the point where they
can no longer progress without
beginning construction in these
areas.
Besides closing the faculty
dining room, Spary says that a
wall will be built about
halfway between the student
dining area and the facutly
area. This will decrease the
size of the corridor which
serves as the student serving
line, making it more difficult
for students to be served.
Before the stairwell can be
eliminated, the newly-installed
entrance on the south side of
the building facing Speed Lake
will have to ready for use.
Spary expects this to happen
shortly after Homecoming.
Also after Homecoming,
the aging chiller located in the
building will have to be
removed. This will leave the
union and the upperclass halls
without air-conditioning until
the new chillers are ready this
spring.
In addition to the loss of
cooling, the union and
upperclass halls will lose
water, power and possibly
heating for short times this
winter when necessary. Spary
predicts these outages will be
Just a littl? to the left!
The Hulman Memorial Union Expansion Project will soon move
indoors as workers will begin removing the faculty dining room
and the stairs running alongside it. The project is expected to be
completed August 1. Photo by Chris Dolph)
short-term only, similar to the
power outage that occurcd last
week for appoximately two
hours.
Other efforts now underway
include the construction of the
new loading dock and the
walkway leading to the
upperclass halls. The walkway
is a cantilever design which will
traverse the north side of the
engineering from Rose.
The small number of students
left class sizes minimal,
especially in upper-level courses.
William Waldbieser, a retired
engineer for AMAX Coal
Company, recalls that he and two
other students attended one class
in the professor's office.
Waldbieser said that classes were
especially informal under these
circumstances.
Life outside of school was not
especially varied with little in the
way of extracurricular activities
to choose from. Most sports did
not have enough players to
compete, and many groups did
not have enough interest to stay
afloat.
Durra said that he was
involved with photography. He
worked with the Rose Technic
magazine and the yearbook in
addition to being a member of the
photography club.
Waldbieser was a member of
student council, president of the
Rifle Club and a member of the
Sigma Nu fraternity. However, he
said that the fraternity was not
especially active since lack of
numbers forced the fraternity •
give up their house.
Bailey spent much of his spar
time with John Straw, a Ro.
mathematics professor. Straw ar
Bailey formed a Bricit
partnership that extended beyor
Rose when Bailey began teachir
alongside Straw at anoth
institution.
A highlight, or perhai
lowlight, in Bailey's and Straw
Bridge games came when thi
were unexpectedly visited
President Donald B. Prentice.
the time of the visit, Bailey ar
Straw were busy taking mon(
away from two other students.
Durra added that girls we
always around. "With the guys
war, we had a field day. It v.
unfortunate that we didn't ha.
more time," he joked.
Joining Bailey, Durra at
Waldbieser this weekend from d
Class of '45 will be Willia
Dedert from Crete, Ill; Jack I.
from Marion, Ohio; WiIlia.
Johnson from Tustin, Calif.; Joi
Lee from Indianapolis a
Ellsworth Stayer, Jr. fr.(
Highland Park, Ill.
"HOMECOMING"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
An alumni game for former
varsity soccer players is at
Ila.m. at Jim Rendel Field.
The Engineer football team
will take on conference foe
Manchester College at 1:30 p.m.
Alumni can rest from a busy
day of activities by attending a
buffet at 6:-30 p.m. at the Boston
Connection Conference Center
Saturday's schedule ends w
the annual Homecomi
entertainment, which includes
comedy cabaret show featuri
Eric Golden and Mark Nizer
8p.m. in Shook Fieldhouse.
Former members of t
baseball team will gather at I p.
Sunday at Art Nehf Field for t
annual alumni game.
Computers make the comple:
possible for physics students
by Michael Pruett
Thorn Reporter
On Tuesday, October 10,
Dr. Michael Moloney will
address a Physics Department
colloquium on his work in
reforming physics instruction
with the aid of computer
tools.
Dr. Moloney is the
principal investigator of a
National Science Foundation-
funded project whose goal is
to infuse physics education
with innovative teaching
tactics.
The primary focus of this
effort is the development of
problems which expand the
realm of problems solvable by
students.
The twofold purpose of
this project is to allow studet
to work on problems whi
would be too complex
perform without the aid of
computer and to encourage
widespread change in t
mindset of physics education
Still in the first year of tl
three-year project, seve
students and faculty ha
designed sets of problems a
their solutions using Map
Mathematica, and ott
computer tools to assist w
physics computations.








1919 Maple Avenue, Terre Haute, Inciana
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Benefiting from a meaningless existence
by Steven Williams
Features Editor
Occasionally, I come to the
conclusion that life is mean-
ingless. It's an easy conclu-
sion for me to reach, but
attempts to share this idea
with others invariably fail.
Most people, or at least
most of the people that I've
talked to, like to believe that
life does have meaning. They
may disagree with what this
meaning is, but whatever they
do believe, they have a hard
time accepting the idea of a
life without meaning.
It seems that there is some
small part of being human
which makes us want to
believe that there is something
more. However, wanting to
believe that life has a meaning
is not likely to cause life to
actually have meaning.
Proving that life has no
meaning is about as difficult
as proving that life does have
meaning. Quite simply, it is a
next-to-impossible task. We
can have strong data which
suggest that there is or isn't
meaning, but this data is not
proof. Even without the proof,
we can still speculate on what
it is like to lead a meaningless
existence.
In this speculation, it is
wise to first note that a mean-
ingless existence does not
imply that there is nothing
greater than life. Life may be
meaningless, but this does not
mean that there is not another
plane of existence which may
not be as meaningless.
People like to talk about
coincidences. Though some-
times dismissed, people are
usually shocked by coinci-
dences. Even if it is only a
minor shock, people will often
look behind a coincidence for
some deeper meaning.
There is a much easier way
to explain a coincidence than
looking for a deeper meaning.
If life is meaningless, then
there are many events which
happen more or less at ran-
dom. Coincidences occur
merely because there is an
over abundance of random
events — not because of fate,
nor because life has some hid-
den meaning.
Leading a meaningless
existence has its advantages.
When anything out of the
ordinary happens, we can
shrug it off and say "life is
meaningless" and go about our
day.
If our watch decides to run
backwards, if a chemistry pro-
fessor spontaneously com-






a mid-term, we might be
tempted to suspect that there
are reasons behind these
events. If life truly had mean-
ing, there would have to be a
reason for all of these events.
If you lead a meaningless
existence, then you can just
frown, laugh, or cry and then
say "life is meaningless" and
move on. No need to dwell on
the past, no need to worry
about the future.
Realizing that existence is
meaningless can also help
someone improve their self-
esteem with a few simple
thoughts. If life has no meaning,
then I won't have to feel bad
when I don't find it. If life has
no meaning, then I don't have to
worry about messing it up.
If your mind can tolerate the
idea of a meaningless existence,
then it is obviously the way to
go.
Meanwhile, there will
always be those who feel the
need for something greater,
something more important. To
these people, the meaning of
life is larger than life.
Some of these people will
worry about finding the mean-
ing. Others will worry that they
are failing when they can't find
meaning.
Some people will go so far as
to believe that they know what
the meaning of life is. These
people are only fooling them-
selves. Ask any of them for
proof, and see if they can come
up with any solid evidence.
Most of the people who believe
they know the meaning of life
will begin to second guess
themselves when pressed to find
proof.





be a terrible burden.
a meaningless exist-
make everyday a holi-
If life has no meaning, then I
won't have to waste my time
looking for it, and with the extra
time that I'm not wasting, I can
more fully enjoy life.
Gravity and the apple revisited
And you will know the truth,




Two ' weeks ago, Steven
Williams wrote a very interest-
ing article about the effects of
inaccurate assumptions. It
seems that very few assump-
tions are accurate in all cir-
cumstances. Clearly, it is often
foolish to assume anything,
except in very narrow circum-
stances. Williams concludes
that our chances of proving
anything are small, and if we
cannot prove something, we
cannot believe it. If we cannot
make absolute assumptions, we
cannot draw absolute conclu-
sions and truth is unattainable.
I would like to present a
different angle on this argu-
ment. If there is no absolute
truth, then no assumption is
always correct. Therefore, the
assumption that there is no
absolute truth is paradoxically
incorrect. However, this is a
sly, roundabout cop-out of the
real question here. The real
question is: Can we assume
anything?
As Williams points out, few
assumptions are always cor-
rect. Therefore, it is important
to take one's assumptions in
context. If I assume that an
apple falls down, then I must
define the direction "down" as
the direction in which an apple
falls. I .can then describe other
actions relative to the apple.
When a mathematician
hangs upside down from the
apple tree and eats the apple,
the apple goes "down" his
esophagus (a different direc-
tion completely). Obviously,
this presents problems to my
system. However, like the first
example, the problems are
nothing but wordplay. Apples
still fall from trees to the
ground. It doesn't matter how
many mathematicians or physi-
cists are arguing over it.
Whether or not we can prove
what down is, or if apples
always fall that way, the apple
falls anyway. My point is this:
A change of axes might change
your view, but it won't change
the facts.
A change of context can
often be used to twist an
assumption. Suppose the math-
ematician eats one apple whiie
another falls? This is a lan-
guage problem, not a philo-
sophical one. If we are unable
to describe an assumption in a
way that it cannot be twisted,
is that assumption intrinsically
false?
According to modern scien-
tific principles, nothing can be
proven. On the other hand,
things can be disproved. In the-
ory, reality could be disproved.
However, the postulates of the
proof would also be dis-
proved. The same holds for
absolute truth. Therefore, it is
impossible to effectively dis-
prove truth — and if we cannot
disprove it, we must assume
that it exists.
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A modest proposal to the faculty
by Eric Schmidt
Thorn Columnist
For five weeks, we've been workin' hard
We know you must've seen it
And if we even once complained
We really didn't mean it
Now as fall break inches nearer
We run frantically around
'Cause most of us, you may have guessed,
Are gain' out of town
There's even one guy, we have heard
(And some wish they could be 'im)
Whose girlfriend is flying out
From Denver just to see 'irn
So we would like to cut a deal
If you agree to barter
Though we've worked hard for five weeks now
We'll work a little harder
And in return, you'll give to us
This trade we are a-seekin':
We'll have a little homework break
This coming four day weekend
New (and not so new) staff
by David Hile
News Editor
A fresh influx of ideas and skills has brought some new
perspectives to the Thorn.
Eric William Schmidt has delighted readers with verses reminisc-
ing on his changed life at Rose. Eric's poetic skills arrive at Rose from
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Eric, now a freshman, is planning to
study mechanical engineering.
Bob Voros's cartoon character Manx can be found in a state of
confusion on the weekly entertainment page. Manx will appear
weekly in the Thorn. Bob is a sophomore mechanical engineering
major, from Westchester, Illinois.
Doris Woo, the first female staff member of the Thorn, is a fresh-
man features writer. Last week, Doris wrote about the Contemporary
Music Festival at Indiana State. Doris, from Indianapolis, is planning
to double-major in computer science and math.
Michael Pruett is a freshman computer engineering major.
Michael is a talented writer who is plying his skills on the news pages.
Mark Law writes the stories detailing the trials and successes of
the cross country team. Mark is a junior from Zanesville, Ohio.,
studying mechanical engineering.
Bill Harding has been busy taking photos for Thorn stories. Bill is
a sophomore from Morgantown, West Virginia, majoring in chemical
engineering.
Michael Bickel is a junior civil engineering major from Newport,
Oregon. Mike has been fervently gesticulating his opinions to the
Rose-Hulman community since the beginning of the year.
Scott Burwinkel has taken over as campus editor. Scott keeps the
campus events page current and posts important upcoming activities.
Scott is a senior computer science major from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Chris Lawrence has returned to the Thorn staff after a year-long
sabbatical. Chris returns to Rose as a junior mathematics major. He
has assumed the position of layout editor and performs several other
tasks such as writing, copy editing and maintaining the Web pages.
Thorn gets high marks
As a student at Indiana State, I am subjected to the utter horror of
the Indiana Statesman three times per week. The journalism (or
lack thereof) is pathetic at best.
However, because both of my roommates are students at Rose, I
also have the pleasure of reading the Thorn every week. The Thorn
surpasses the Statesman in all categories except profanity, liberal
propaganda, and wasted space. Thanks, and keep up the good
work.
Brian Baute, ISU Senior English Ed. Major
I just ran across the Thorn WWW edition for the first time. I
hadn't seen the paper since my brief (one-quarter) appearance in
the freshman class of 1981. I'm glad to see it on the web and I'll
become a regular reader. It brings back some good memories (and
some other memories, mostly involving large bonfires).
Mark Baird, DP&C Advertising, Waco, 7X
Come see what all the fuss is about at:
http:11www.rose-hulman.edulUsersIgroupsIThornIHTMLlindex.html
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Turnovers doom football team at Anderson
Although they gave it a good
effort for three quarters, Rose-
Hulman's football team proved
that it is nearly impossible to
emerge victorious when you tum
the ball over seven times.
Five fumbles and two inter-
ceptions. Four turnovers occur-
ring inside the Anderson
University 10-yard line. Twenty-
two unanswered fourth-quarter
points. Those short sentences tell
the story of the Engineers 42-14
loss at Anderson to open the
ICAC season.
Despite the final outcome,
Rose-Hulman trailed only 20-14
at the conclusion of three quar-
ters. But the Ravens took control
of the third quarter to put the final
stamp on a victory that pushed
their record to 4-0, and dropped
the Engineers' record to 2-2.
The Engineers rushed for 364
yards, and outdistanced the
Ravens in total yardage — 455 to
443. Rose-Hulman had 26 first
downs, but only 14 points.
Senior fullback Jason Tolle
led the Engineers in rushing with
98 yards on 14 carries. Senior
quarterback Todd Harris had 61
yards rushing, including a five-
yard TD run, and 91 yards pass-
ing. Junior fullback Stuart Quay
rushed for 91 yards and a TD, and
junior halfback A. J. Wilkerson
rushed for 83 yards on eight car-
ries and caught three passes for
25 yards. Senior wide out Eric
Gappa pulled in a season-high
five receptions for 55 yards.
Defensively, senior lineback-
er Brian Crissman had 13 tackles
(10 solos), junior safety Tony
Kohl had 10 stops, and sopho-
more defensive end Clinton
Sharp recovered a fumble and
had seven tackles.
Women's cross country makes historic
first appearance at Danville Invitational
Several years from now,
someone may lay a small
wager on the fact that you can't
answer the following question.
Saturday's meet, achieving all
three of the goals they had set
for themselves.
Goal No. 1 — Finish the
"Who was the first Rose- race.
Hulman female athlete to
complete an inter-collegiate
athletic event?"
So remember this fact.
On Sept. 30, 1995,
freshman Ann Christensen
crossed the finish line at the
five-kilometer Danville (Ill.)
Cross Country Invitational in
a time of 21:27 to finish 29th
overall — a new school record
(for at least a week).
Christensen and
teammates finished 12th
among 21 represented teams at
Goal No. 2 — Don't walk.
Goal No. 3 — Don't come
in last place.
Joining Christensen at the
finish line were Sara
Speckhard, Liza Saunders,
Amy Ott, and Jeanne Hudson.
The Engineers will
accomplish another first this
coming Saturday when they
become the first women's
athletic team to compete on
campus, taking on Vincennes
in a dual meet beginning at
10:15 a.m.
Five fumbles and two interceptions helped the Anderson Rave
ns to a 42-14 victory over the Engi-
photo by Chris Dolphy
Three USC football players suspended for accepting gifts
neers.
Three prominent mem-
bers of the University of
Southern California foot-
ball team have been sus-
pended by the school for
accepting money from an
agent.
The three starters, senior
linebacker Errick Herrin,
senior defensive end Isreal
Ifeanyi, and junior running
back Shawn Walters were
pulled from the team after
an investigation revealed
that they had dealt with a
Southern California attor-
ney.
According to the investi-
gation, which was handled
by both Pac-10 and NCAA
officials, the agent gave
ROSE-HULMAN INTRAMURAL INFORMATION
OCTOBER 6 - OCTOBER 12
Date Level/Division
Oct. 10 B Level - Division A
Oct. 10 C Level - Division B
Oct. 10 D Level
Co-Ed Volleyball
Teams
Faculty 3 vs. Slugs
Scamps vs. Demons
Scamps 2 vs. Clubs
Faculty 1 vs. Little D
Attack vs. Skeletor
Spike 1 vs. BSB 2B
BSB 2A vs. Diggers
Volleyball Courts: 1 - West
2 - Center
3 - East










Oct. 9 C Level - Division A





SN 2 vs. Moss Mouse
Smitty's vs. BSB 2
Deming 0 vs. Hadji
1 - Next to football field
2 - Next to baseball field
Time Field Officials
4:30 p.m. 1 SN 2
5:30 p.m. 1 CWA
4:30 p.m. 2 Hadji
5:30 p.m. 2 BSB 2
Walters money and gifts
totaling more than $16,000.
Walters, who led the Tro-
jans in rushing the past two
seasons, may be suspended
for the rest of the season,
pending further investiga-
tion.
Herrin, who ranks sec-
ond on the team with 17
tackles, and Ifeanyi, who
leads the defense with four
sacks, allegedly received
free pagers.
They -may receive lesser
punishments than Walters
because their involvement
with the agent was minimal.
"One of the dangers we
have in college athletics are
people who do favors for
athletes," said USC athletic
director Mike Garrett. "We
do all we can to educate our
athletes to the dangers of
agents and boosters. It's
always such a tough situa-
tion when something like
this occurs."
Garrett said the athletic
department still is looking
into the matter, which was
brought to the school's
attention by an anonymous
tip. "We're trying to get all
the facts and make a correct
decision for all concerned,"
he said. "We want to safe-
guard the integrity of the
university and make sure
our students get a fair hear-
ing."
inrikArrEO!
Young Executives to fill leadership and management positions
in a dynamic, worldwide company dedicated to excellence.
$25,000 per year to start with, guaranteed raises to $40,000+
in just four years! Top health, recreation, and vacation
benefits. Interested? Then,
BE AN AIR FORCE OFFICER!!!
AIR FORCE JOB BENEFITS






Guaranteed salary in one of hundreds of career fields
Full medical care for you and your family
30 days of vacation with pay each year
Potential for excellent retirement benefits after 20 years
No experience necessary, we give it to you, and you















o Designed for students already in college
0 Pay up to 100% of tuition, books & fees
0 Available for Engineering, Math, Physics,
and Computer Science majors
ii
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.ccer team continued its streak
'good play this past week. Last
iturday, Rose downed North
mtral College 4-2 in a matchup
Jim Rendel Field.
SI Riding a three-game winning
mk, the Engineers traveled to
-eencastle Tuesday to face
'AC juggernaut DePauw. The
Igers came out on top, 3-0.
r This weekend, the Engineers
ill be playing two exhibition
,ntests. Friday, Rose will play
,)st to Indiana State's club team.
iturday, the soccer team will
ke part in the homecoming
tivities with the annual alumni
sue, starting at 11 a.m.
Gabe Ferland had a stellar
me against North Central,
scoring three goals to bring his
season total to seven. Robb
McGhie scored the fourth goal
for the Engineers.
Goalkeeper Cory Willis made
six saves as the Engineers ran
their season mark to 3-5 in the
non-conference contest.
DePauw posed a tough chal-
lenge to the Engineer squad. The
Tigers won their 39th straight
ICAC game in the 3-0 victory
over the Engineers.
Ferland leads the Engineers
in scoring thus far, netting seven
goals and three assists. MeGhie
has one goal and five assists. Bo
Fowler has cashed in two scoring
opportunities, and Andy Doll has After improving their record to 3-5, the Engineers will play two exhibition games this week-
a goal and two assists. end against ISU and the alumni. photo by Chris Dolphy
den's cross country places fifth at Danville Classic
by Mark Law
Sports Reporter
Rose-Hulman placed fifth of 21
hools last Saturday at the 24th annual
anville Classic Cross Country Invita-
Danville placed first, ousting second-
place DePauw 60 to 68. Lansing (Michi-
gan) was third with 78 points, and South
Suburban in Chicago finished fourth with
117 points, followed by Rose with 153
points.
Mark Law led the Engineers over the
8K course with a 17th place run in 28:13.
He was followed by Nate Terpstra, 27th,
and freshman Ryon Sumner, finishing
35th. Jason Long and Kenny Anderson
rounded out the top five scorers.
The Engineers compete this Saturday
on their home course against Vincennes
starting at 11:00 a.m.
Top Scorers
17 Mark Law 28:13
27 Nate Terpstra 28:40
35 Ryon Sumner 28:58
37 Jason Long 29:02
40 Kenny Anderson 29:12
47 Jared Cornelius 29:25




Below each picture is the name of the candidate, followed by her








Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Jodi Barcus
Mees Residence Hall
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HONEY CREEK WEST 8
Feature Rating Daily Sat/Sun 
Only
Assassins (on 2 screens) R 4:0016:4519:30
1:00
5:00/8:00 2:00
Dangerous Minds R 5:30/8:15/10:15 2:45
Seven R 4:15/7:00/10:00 1:30
The Big Green PG 4:15/7:15/9:30 2:15
To Die For R 5:15/7:30/9:50 2:30
To Vv'on e Foo PG-I3 4:30/7:45/10:10 1:45
How To Make...Quilt PG-13 4:30/7:15/9:40 1:15
OLIA!).3i J..1:3,0 /97







THAT'S FOUR HOURS THAT I'D









1979 Yamaha XS400F motorcycle good
cond. runs. $400. Call x8255.
Dorm refrigerator. $25; I 4-inch color
computer monitor, $75; all in good
condition. Call Darin Bryan, x-8180.
IBM PS/1 486sx 25MHz PC, 4M RAM,
171 MB HD, SVGA, 2400 baud FAX/
modem, used 1 yr. $900. Computer desk
with hutch, $50. Call x8157.
Supra 2400 baud external modem, S25.
For more information, e-mail
lawrenc@nextwork or leave a message at
877-9888.
SERVICE:to itilffra
Typing Service: Professional looking
documents, tables, brochures, merge
mass mailing, forms, news letters.
resumes, and etc. No job too big or
small. 877-1672, if no answer please
leave a message.
WANTED: 
I would like to buy a whiteboard or
blackboard. I will pay reasonable price.
BUT RATHER THAN LEAVE
IN HUMILIATION I
DECIDED TO STAY AND




Bring it to Skinner B4B or email me at
intasas@nextwork.
HP programmer seeks new or used plug-
in RAM cards for the HP48SX, 128K or
greater. Will pay reasonable prices. Call
x8873 (ire-mail at poyliojh@nextwork.
EVENT. 
Come to AMERICAN BAPTIST
STUDENT FELLOWSHIP DINNER
Wed., Oct.I8, 5:30 p.m. for a home-
cooked meal and fun with friends.
United Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St.
Call 232-0186 to register by Oct. 17. If
you need a ride, we can do that too! ALL
STUDENTS WELCOME!
Tuesday Night Together - 7 pm at the
Baptist Student Union House, 800 N. 6th
St. Join us for music, Bible Study, and
sharing. For a ride or more information,
call 232-7198 or 234-9744
We play VOLLEYBALL every Thurs.
night at 8:00 p.m. at St. Joseph Parish
Center (5th and Ohio Streets). Begins
Aug. 31. Drop in for a friendly game.
Sponsored by United Ministries Center,
321 N. 7th St., 232-0186.
IIA \l/o-R(2),5
TO ENSURE A BOUNTIFUL)
HARVEST I DO MY  
DONUT DANCE TO 
THE GODS. j
For reflection and discussion at, A
scripture and our lives, come to FAIT .•
DISCOVERY on Tuesdays al 4:00 p.n
United Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th 5.
Phone: 232-0186. Begins Sept. 5. A,
students welcome.
Come to FAITHTALK Tuesdays, 6:3
p.m., RH1T Union Building Readiri _
Room, for discussion on life and fai! tot
issues. Sponsored by United Ministn, tiiii
Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232-0187.
ALL ABOUT LIFE is real talk about re
life on Wednesdays, 7:00 p.m., Units:
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St., 23 1
0186. Ongoing.
FACULTY & FRIENDS DISCUSSIC
GROUP will meet Fridays at 7:30-8:
a.m. beginning Sept. 29 to read a
discuss Parker Palmer's "The Actis
Life: Wisdom for Work, CreatIvIty, ai
Caring." Convener: Dr. William Hughe
ISU faculty. Place: United Ministn.
Center, 321 N. 7th St. Call 232-0186
order book.
Policies: 
The Rose Thorn offers classifit
advertisements less than 30
free to Rose-Hulman student.u,...
faculty, and student organization"
For submissions of more than
words, each additional word
$0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00
the first 30 words, then $0.15 1: .4
each additional word.
The Thorn reserves the right
refuse advertising which the editcl .
judge to be discriminatory on t
basis of race, religion or sexu I
orientation, or that promot
violence, illegal activities or is
bad taste.
Submissions may be made at t'
Thorn office (room C216), throu
the Thorn Box 2034, or by calli
the Thorn at ext. 8255. Deadline I
sumbissions is 5 p.m. the Wednesd
prior to publication. Runs over o :
week must be renewed weekly
contacting the Thorn office, urth






CLAD ONLY IN YELLOW
STICKY NOTES!! 
WHEN THAT DOESN'T
WORK I DISTRIBUTE
MEETING  
NOTICES
  __11111111/111
